Two-photon resonantly enhanced parametric generation processes have generally been described using timedependent perturbation theory. In this paper we show that a theory of two-photon coherent effects can be used to derive and explain these nonlinear mixing processes. Our technique makes use of the adiabatic following (AF) approximation to obtain solutions to a vector model describing the two-photon resonance. We show that the usual results for the nonlinear susceptibilities correspond to the r vector of Feynman, Vernon, and Hellwarth adiabatically following the y vector in the small-angle limit. Consequently, the theory allows a natural extension to large angles, and power-dependent nonlinear susceptibilities are obtained. We then use these AF results for the polarization to study the propagation of pulses nearly resonant with a two-photon transition, and we demonstrate that the pulse reshaping is due to the two related effects of a nonlinear pulse velocity and self-phase modulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The vector model of Feynman In this paper we show that a, theory of two-photon coherent effects can be used to derive and explain two-photon resonantly enhanced parametric generation processes. Previously, these nonlinear mixing processes were described using time-dependent perturbation theory, By applying the adiabatic following (AF) solution to the vector model of Takatsuji, we show that the usual. results for the two-photon resonantly enhanced nonlinear susceptibilities correspond to the r vector of Feynman, Vernon, and Hellwarth, ' adiabatically following the y vector in the small-angl. e limit. This situation allows us to make the natural extension of the theory to large angles to cover the high-power situation as the two-photon resonance is approached. The resulting AF nonlinear susceptibilities are power dependent, and the AF susceptibilities are equal to the power-independent results obtain-ed from perturbation theory, e'"'" multiplied by the simple power factor ( 6/y[. This power factor has a simple physical interpretation as the ratio of the frequency offset~from the two-photon resonance to the precession frequency y of the r vector about the y vector. Also, the AF solution gives an out-of-phase term at the fundamental. which is responsible for energy exchange and pulse reshaping.
From our study of the vector model, we conclude that some of the previous work on two-photon coherent effects has often neglected three important effects. ' '~F jrst, Second, there are two in-phase components of the polarization at the fundamental proportional to the populations in the two-photon ground and excited states. These terms can cause strong self-phase modulation. Third, coherent propagation effects involve large transfers of population to the two-photon excited state. In particular, for two-photon self-induced transparency, all the atoms can be in the excited state at the peak of the 27t pulse, where the r vector has been swept m radians from its initial position. 
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Making the counter-rotating-wave approximation,
we can evaluate Eq. (32) 
(ii",+td, )(B", -td, ) (n", +~,)(i)", -~, ) ) (50) p(t) = Tr pp(t) = xp(t), where
The three different contributions to the polarization are The AF approximation is illustrated in Fig. 3 , from which the solutions for x, and r3 are immediately obtained as r, =(~) sin& (56) r, =(+)cose, (5'7) where 8 is the angle between y and the 3" axis. The above two-photon AF solutions are valid as long as the three AF conditions are satisfied. These conditions have been given earlier but will. be restated here for completeness. It is important to realize that these conditions are in addition to the one-photon adiabatic requirement of Eqs. (23) and (25) 
The y 's defined above are identical to susceptibilities obtained using perturbation theory, '"'" and they all have the resonant denominator 5. Consequently, as 6-0 the polarization does not disappear even though the power factor~5/)~-0.
As mentioned earlier, the components of p, give rise to the dispersion produced by the all. owed onephoton transition~1) ( n) and~2)~n ), and are therefore proportional to the populations of states 1) and~2), which are given by 2 (1 w cos 8) and and p, (t) = X,(~,)h, cos4, + X,(co, )h, cos4, , p«(t) =-, 'Xt" (PS, cos4, + S,P, cos4, ), In the low-intensity limit,~5/y~-1, and Eq. (89) is identical to the conventional result. It is interesting to observe that, while the power factor for the polarization in Eqs. (66) and (67) It is instructive to demonstrate, however, that Eq. (85) reduces to the simple result for selfphase modulation, ' in the limit of very little pulse reshaping. Equation (85) can be expanded as
If it were possible to neglect self-phase modulation by setting the right-hand side of Eq. (91) This example also demonstrates the importance of the factor~6/y~' previously discussed in Eq. (89), which is valid when pulse reshaping is small as at the leading edge of the pulse [ Fig. 5(a) ]. The calculated result using the conventional self-phasemodulation formula (without the factor~6 /y~' ) differs from that in Fig. 5(b) in at least two aspects. First, the maximum frequency shift is significantly greater than that predicted by the simple formula. Second, the maximum frequency shift occurs later in time than the maximum derivative of the pulse intensity; the simple formula predicts that the two occur simultaneously.
It is easy to see that inclusion of the factor~6 /y~' removes both deficiencies.
The parameter y, which for small z is mainly determined by the optical Stark shift, is smaller than 6. Thus, the power factor~6 /y~i s larger than 1 and increases with time at the leading edge of the pulse. As a result, the maximum frequency shift is higher and occurs later. With the factor~6/y~', the prediction of Eq. (89) is in fair agreement with Fig. 5(b) in the region where pulse reshaping can be ignored. see, for example, the expression for~. For completeness we will display the pertinent equations: P, (t) = X, 8 cosc, P»(t) =-, 'X(3)(co) h'coso, P", (t) =-, ' Re)(~)(3(u)$'e "o,
which is identical to the results obtained using perturbation theory ' ' and diagrammatic techniques. '6 Note that the power factor i&/yi, at exact resonance (y, =O), reduces to i5/(1(8')i. Thus Lett. 26, 293 (1971) .
